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INTRODUCTION

T

he Open Space Toolkit for Alberta is a
community training workshop series
designed to help rural residents
understand and practice sustainable land
use and conservation. The four workshops
are meant to engage community residents,
municipal oﬃcials, and land management
and development professionals in a dialogue
that provides an understanding of the nature
of Alberta’s current growth and its impacts,
imparts an appreciation of the ecological
and cultural values of natural landscapes,
and oﬀers strategies and tools that help
participants identify, anticipate and address
local land use issues.
The Open Space Toolkit originated in a
long succession of conversations about the
value of natural landscapes. Occurring over
the course of several years and involving a
multiplicity of rural residents, landowners,
municipal oﬃcials and conservation
organizations, those discussions exposed a
deep seated desire to preserve the character
of rural Alberta and the integrity of the
landscape. Almost without exception, people
saw local natural assets and community
values as part and parcel of their quality of
life, and wanted to protect them as a legacy
for generations yet to come.
As Albertans, we perceive our landscape
as one of vast open space – space that
allows us abundant opportunity to build
new homes, grow food, acquire natural
resources, and recreate and renew ourselves.
We also look to the landscape to sustain
the province’s rich web of life, and to
provide us with clean air and water, healthy
forests, fertile grasslands, and large tracts
of wilderness. As Alberta’s population and
economy have grown, however, demands on
the land have multiplied and overlapped, and
a landscape that once appeared to be a source
of nearly inﬁnite opportunity and resources
is proving to be ﬁnite after all. Today, facing
the thorny complexity of resource allocation,
landowners and land managers alike are
asking how we can achieve sustainable use of
the landscape.

A number of Alberta’s rural communities, especially those within
day and weekend commutes of large cities, are currently experiencing
the rapid population growth associated with the phenomenon of
“amenity migration” – deﬁned as people moving to places oﬀering
ready access to natural landscapes and a small-town lifestyle. While
welcoming the economic boost, the aﬀected communities are also
feeling the impacts of rapid, unplanned growth, including loss of
community character, open space, and rural values. In response,
increasing numbers of rural residents and municipal oﬃcials are
seeking:
1. information that can help them better understand the trends
driving growth and development;
2. knowledge of land planning and conservation tools; and
3. community development alternatives that both build on and
protect local natural and cultural assets.
The numerous requests the Chinook Institute has received
for such information has revealed a need for a community-based
approach to local planning and land use that combines the values and
desires of local residents with well-grounded research. The Open Space
Toolkit for Alberta workshop series is an attempt to address that need
in a collaborative learning environment. The intended outcome is
community action resulting in sustainable use and conservation of the
natural landscape.
— Carole Stark
Bart Robinson
April, 2005

About this workbook...
Alberta’s Amenities Rush is the ﬁrst of four booklets prepared for
The Open Space Toolkit. Although the booklets can stand alone,
they have been prepared as support materials for the Toolkit’s
workshops. Other booklets focus on the value of natural landscapes
as open space; tools available to people who want to keep open
space open; and case studies of community response to amenitydriven growth.
Because the booklets are intended for workshop use, academicstyle references and footnotes have been kept to a bare minimum.
Major sources of information are indicated in the text, and a source
list is included at the end of the text. Researchers looking for speciﬁc
citations are invited to contact The Chinook Institute.
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1. MOVING TO PARADISE

A

sk Albertans to describe their
province and the chances are they’ll
conjure up images of immense
blue skies, small prairie towns, ﬁelds of
wind-rippled grain, rolling foothills, forests
without end, and glacier-capped mountain
playgrounds. It’s a big land, they’ll say, with
plenty of water and soil and timber and oil
and . . . thankfully . . . plenty of elbow room,
too.
The images may be time-worn, but they
still hold considerable truth. In fact, they are
integral to the way we think of ourselves.
It doesn’t matter that over 60 percent of
us now reside in the metropolitan areas of
Edmonton and Calgary, we still
consider ourselves rooted in the
country. All those distant vistas
and all that open space helped
shape our character and
values, and we like to see
those values reﬂected in
the places we live.
Indeed, for many
of us, the dream of the
good life revolves around
a home in the country or
a small town. Whether it is our permanent
residence, a weekend recreation retreat, or
a planned retirement home, we deﬁne our
“little piece of heaven” as a place with a long
view, quick access to the great outdoors, and
room to breathe. We consider such attributes
the foundations of our Western entitlement.
It comes as no surprise, then, that even
as the population as a whole is drawn toward

the economic opportunities and cultural
advantages of the metropolitan cores, the
greatest population growth is taking place
at the cities’ far outskirts. It seems
that while we accept urban centres
as a necessary part of our lives,
and enjoy much of what they
have to oﬀer, we also despair at
their congestion, traﬃc, noise,
and hurried pace. Given our
preference and the means,
we’ll build homes in places
that have fewer people and
provide quick access to good
old Mother Nature.

I

n the Canada West Foundation’s report
The Burgeoning Fringe, Jason Azmier
and Sarah Dobson identiﬁed “rural
metro-adjacent” regions (RMAs) as one of
the primary locations in which we’re settling.
RMAs lie outside the core of the city, but
are “directly adjacent to the urban cores
and/or within a reasonably short commuting
distance.” RMA growth doesn’t reveal the
entirety of our attraction to living beyond the
city, but it does reﬂect a big part of it.

Percentage Growth in Alberta
Urban Cores and RMAs, 1996 – 2001
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Percentage Growth in four Alberta
Communities, 1991 – 2001
0

W

hile RMAs include places
like Cochrane and the MD of
Foothills, which are close to
Calgary and Edmonton, there are other
municipalities a bit further away that are
proving equally seductive as places to
settle. These are communities the Chinook
Institute calls natural amenity centres, where
the big attraction is the natural setting,
access to outdoor recreation, and a distinctive
community character. The growth in these
communities, including Canmore and Sylvan
Lake, has been every bit as spectacular as
that in the RMAs.
Whether the discussion is about
metro-adjacent areas or natural amenity
centres, new technologies and new thinking
about work combined with the long-term
prosperity of the province have given
Albertans the opportunity to enjoy the best
of both the city and the countryside, and
we are taking full advantage of it. Each year
thousands of us go looking for paradise, and
when we ﬁnd it, we put it to use. For those
with a job in the city that requires a daily
commute, a location within an hour’s drive of
the urban core is considered reasonable. For
those whose jobs are more ﬂexible, or who
can aﬀord a second home on the lake or at
the ski hill, three and even four hours’ drive
is acceptable.
Ironically, as more and more of us move
to the country, the countryside and the
small communities begin to feel less and less
like the places we sought. The open lands
around us are bought up and subdivided, a
new development cuts across our view of
the foothills, the bright lights and noise we
thought we left behind begin to intrude on
our newfound solitude, and we ﬁnd ourselves
sharing our favorite recreation areas with
increasing numbers of new neighbours.
Further, some of the urbanites who
move to rural areas discover themselves
uneasy with certain aspects of their new
rural lifestyle. And, when their bucolic
expectations collide with the reality of
sharing country roads with agricultural
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SOURCE: KORBER 2004

equipment in the summer, waiting for snowplows in the winter, or
encountering unfamiliar and eye-watering scents on an evening
breeze, they show their roots by pressing for reforms that will appease
their urban sensibilities.
Our adopted communities, of course, have their own stories
to tell. Many of them have been inundated in recent years by two
big waves of change, and staying aﬂoat has not been easy. The ﬁrst
wave was the discovery that their traditional economies – based on
resources that can be grown and harvested, dug up, or cut down – are
facing strong competition from other parts of the world where the
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Quality of life . . .
is a catch-all term that has to do with that sense of general well-being
that comes with our assessment that our community oﬀers us the
possibility of living well-rounded, comfortable, and engaging lives.
Its dimensions vary depending on who is talking about it, but for
people moving to the country, quality of life almost always includes
natural landscapes, health and ﬁtness, environment, education,
employment and income, municipal infrastructure, security and
public safety, and recreational opportunity.

same resources can be grown, dug up, cut
down, and, critically, sold for much less.
The second wave has been the arrival of the
new migrants, whose coming has triggered
all the economic, social, and environmental
challenges that accompany rapid population
growth.
To make matters even more confusing,
the true nature of the change is rarely
immediately apparent. Most communities,
in fact, have little to no comprehension of
the forces that are driving the change, and
those few that do have less power than they
would like to inﬂuence the results. The
scale and the pace of change can outstrip
the communities’ capacity and resources
either to plan for it or manage it. Demand
for community services and infrastructure
soars while aﬀordable housing disappears,
community character, social cohesion,
and rural values come into conﬂict with
transplanted urban sensibilities, landscapes
and wildlife habitat are fragmented,
environmental quality is degraded, and
natural landscapes that have been taken for
granted for decades are annexed, subdivided,
and disappear under strip malls and tract
homes.
While the community may experience
a new economic prosperity, many longtime residents experience the changes
as disruptive, unsettling,
and unwelcome, and
even the new-comers
soon begin to express
concern about what’s
going to happen to their
investment. As one recent
arrival to Canmore put it,
“Everybody wants a piece
of the golden egg, but it
6
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doesn’t look like anybody’s taking care of the
goose. I’m worried we’re going to lose both.”
Although the challenges associated
with rapid rural development are many, one
in particular stands out. The loss of natural
landscape is a highly visible phenomenon
and represents a tangible loss of what
many people value most about country
living. Although they may not say it in so
many words, they understand that natural
landscapes confer ecological, social, and
economic beneﬁts shared by all, and that
the loss of such landscapes diminishes their
quality of life.
Natural landscapes help meet basic
human needs by providing ecological
services such as groundwater recharge and
air puriﬁcation; they provide habitat for
native plants and wildlife; and they provide
opportunities for people to connect with
nature and with each other in natural
settings. They provide the working lands
for farms and ranches, and they provide
amenities for nearby landowners, residents,
and visitors who desire scenery, recreational
access and rural atmosphere. They bestow
economic and ﬁscal beneﬁts, including
property appreciation and the higher sales
prices associated with homes adjacent to
natural areas.
With a growing understanding of the
role that natural landscape plays in creating
and maintaining healthy communities,
prosperous economies, and resilient
ecosystems, more and more people are
seeking ways to preserve natural landscapes
as an essential component of their
community planning and development.

Natural landscape. . .
like quality of life, is used to convey a
number of distinctions, including open
space, green space, parks and other
protected areas, and working acreages
such as farms and ranches where natural
processes prevail.

2. A NATURAL AMENITIES RUSH FORMULA:
BB + ECV + {GE + TC} + SE = NAR

W

e will be better equipped to meet the challenges generated by rapid growth if we understand what’s driving
the change, and what its impacts are. Although no one understands the phenomenon in its entirety, several
factors have been identiﬁed as major contributors. Pulled into a shorthand formula, they are: the baby boom
bulge (BB) + new environmental and cultural values (ECV) + technological change and global production ({TC+GP})
+ a strong economy (SE) equals a natural amenities rush (NAR). We’ll look at each factor in turn.

Factor 1: BB – The Boomer Bulge

T

he generation of Canadians born
between 1947 and 1966 – universally
recognized as the “baby boomers”
– constitutes the nation’s largest single
population group. Demographers – the
people who study populations – call such
age groups “cohorts,” and David Foot, in his
popular book Boom, Bust, and Echo, identiﬁed
nine Canadian cohorts:
● Pre-World War I;
● World War I;
● the Roaring 20s;
● the Depression Babies (born 1930
– 1939);
● World War II (1940-1946);
● the Baby Boom (1947-1966);
● the Baby Bust (1967-1979);
● the Baby Boom Echo (1980-1995); and
● the Future (1996-present).
Members of a given cohort show a
remarkable tendency to engage in the same
activities at the same time as they move
through life. For example, the youngsters
who bought racquets for tennis in their late
teens are buying binoculars for bird watching
in their 60s. This is not only because of
the aging process, but because a given
cohort develops collective interests,
attitudes and values in response
to its members’ experience
of the world as they age.
It is understandable,
for instance, that the
Depression Babies,
growing up in the tightﬁsted 30s, would have
diﬀerent expectations
and behaviours than
the Baby Boomers who
grew up in the ﬁnanciallyoptimistic 50s and 60s.

Of all the countries in the industrialized
world, Foot reports, Canada had “the loudest
baby boom.” That was partly because the
post-war economy was itself booming and
a couple could live on one income; partly
because people were optimistic about their
future; and partly because young immigrants
were ﬂocking to Canada as a place of new
beginnings. As a result, the fertility rate
soared to nearly four children per woman.
The boom tailed oﬀ in the mid-60s, but
not before creating
Canadian Population “Cohorts”,
a population bulge
that in 1996 totaled
1996 – 2001
9.8 million people,
Millions of Individuals
almost a third
0
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2.5%
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SOURCE: FOOT, 1996
other cohort and, as
such, they have had a tremendous inﬂuence
on social trends, values, and markets, and
will continue to do so well into their
retirement years. Much to the
dismay of succeeding and
smaller cohorts, what
the boomers want, the
boomers get.
In the mid 2000s
the older boomers are
beginning to conclude
their careers, and
the younger ones are
either approaching or
rounding the corner
of 40, placing them
in mid-career with
spouses, mortgages, and
Alberta’s Natural Amenities Rush
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teen-age children. In general terms, the older
boomers have had an excellent ﬁnancial
run and are moving into their retirement
years with well-padded pockets. As Ray
Rasker, a natural resources economist with
the Sonoran Institute, has pointed out, “The
boomers are retiring earlier, doing more, and
spending more.” The younger boomers have
not had such an easy time of it – competing
as they’ve had to with the older members of
their cohort – but they’ve done well enough
to do the sorts of things that people in

their 40s generally do, including renovating,
upgrading, or building new homes, and
looking for recreational properties where
the family can share some quality hours
together, boating, skiing, hiking, biking, or
just hanging out on the deck.
Whether thinking about retirement or
pursuing a mid-life upgrade, the boomers –
that bulging third of the Alberta population
– are looking to the urban fringe or beyond
as the place to make the adjustment.

Factor 2: ECV – Environmental and Cultural Values: Amenities in Shades of Green

I

n 1985 - 86, researchers working
on a strategic planning exercise for
the Alberta Department of Trade &
Economic Development identiﬁed two
emerging trends that help explain the natural
amenities rush. According to Laurence
Moss, the lead consultant for the project,
the ﬁrst trend was “that a signiﬁcant shift
was occurring in the perception and use
of ‘natural resources.’” While part of the
population continued to value the resources
primarily in the traditional sense – that is, as
commodities to be extracted and exported

T

– a growing part of the population valued
the resources primarily for what they
oﬀered when left untouched. “Landscapes,
their mountains, forests and waters, were
increasingly being sought as a leisure,
learning and more general living experience
[that]. . . generates contentment and
income.” The second revelation was that
the distinctive cultures of local peoples and
rural places were becoming increasingly
valuable assets. As Moss concluded, the
ﬁndings “seemed important to the future
of Alberta, especially for its smaller
communities.”

he Alberta research captured the essence of a recent
phenomenon called amenity migration, which is the migration
under discussion – people moving to places that oﬀer the
positive attributes associated with the countryside, small towns, and
outdoor recreation.
Exactly what the “amenities” are that the amenity migrants
seek, and how they are deﬁned, are largely a matter of individual
perception, but a generic list usually includes:
● a healthier environment, including cleaner air and cleaner water;
● small town ambience, including a slower pace of life, less traﬃc,
less noise, and a friendlier, more supportive, and more socially
cohesive community;
● lower taxes;
● less crime and more security;
● better schools;
● more open space; and
● increased access to recreational opportunities in natural areas, with
wilderness and wildlife a deﬁnite plus.
8
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W

hile many of the listed attributes
can be lumped together as
environmental values, others can
be assembled as cultural values. That means
people are moving to amenity hotspots not
only for clean air, clean water, and natural
landscapes, but because such places oﬀer a
diﬀerent culture than that in which they’ve
been living. Culture here refers less to the
availability of ﬁne art, opera, and ﬁrst run
movies than to the distinctive community
trappings, attitudes, and identities that
diﬀerentiate one place from another.
Canmore, for example, with a population of
12,000, oﬀers a very diﬀerent way or life than
the metropolis of Calgary not only because
of the diﬀerent sizes of the two communities,
but because of a number of deeper cultural
attributes, including the Canmore residents’
aesthetic and recreational relationship with
the surrounding mountains, the town’s
“black-collar” coal mining history and, to a
lesser degree, its proximity to the StoneyNakoda Reserve and the culture of its First
Nations residents.

Amenity migrants . . .
are people who move to places that oﬀer the“amenities”of rural living
and a proximity to nature. According to Laurence Moss, “They reside
[in such places] year-round or intermittently, principally because
of [those places’] actual and perceived greater environmental and
cultural diﬀerentiation.”

A force to be reckoned with . . .
Amenity migration, according to Laurence Moss, “is probably now
the single greatest driving force behind the changing face of rural
North America.” Further, it is a global phenomenon: “People are
moving into mountain and upland areas in increasing numbers
and at increasing rates – as both visitors and residents. We are most
aware of this phenomenon in North America and Western Europe,
but it is a global shift also manifest in the mountains of less wealthy
countries.”

W

hile amenity migration is generally associated with urbanites seeking the good life
in the countryside, it also includes the movement of people from the remote rural
heartland to the urban fringes. As Jason Azmier and Sarah Dobson explain in The
Burgeoning Fringe:
Many city residents are moving out of the cities and into the surrounding countryside
to experience more of the natural environment of the West. At the same time, rural residents
are moving closer to the cities to be near the economic and lifestyle advantages of the cities,
without completely abandoning their rural roots. Rural metro-adjacent (RMA) zones across
the West are home to those looking to combine the quality of life advantages of a rural lifestyle
and the ﬁnancial advantages of urban employment.
Alberta’s Natural Amenities Rush
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T

he amenity rush, then, appears to be fueled by a blending of economic, cultural, and
environmental values. But regardless of where individuals might locate themselves
within a triangle that pulls toward economic advantage at one corner, natural amenity
at the second, and cultural assets at the third, all are convinced
that new surroundings will lead to a better quality
of life, and that the improvement justiﬁes the
time, money, and social and psychological
adjustments necessitated by the move.
Who, speciﬁcally, are the amenity
migrants? Laurence Moss gives us the
following proﬁle of the people settling in
natural amenity centres.
Amenity migrants typically
have higher formal education and
discretionary wealth than the locals where they
settle. Yet, many of them are not wealthy, and among
them are people who have signiﬁcantly reduced their income in
order to reside in their chosen place. They may or may not earn
a living in their high-amenity location, but a considerable
percentage continues to obtain income from elsewhere in the
form of investment returns or transfer payments. When
employed, they are typically plugged into the information
economy, and/or derive income from tourism and amenity
migration. In general they fall into two categories: resourceconsumers and resource-conservers, and to date the former
generally dominates.

An amenity family. . .
If we were to invent a composite amenity couple, we might come up with Stephen and Emily Rauch, who moved to
Cochrane from Calgary four years ago to, in Stephen’s words, “get our teenage boys out of the city and get us all closer
to God’s country.” By “God’s country,” he means the Rockies. The couple was attracted to Cochrane because of its small
town ambience, its extensive trail network, and because the Bow River ﬂows along the edge of town. They also found
real estate prices reasonable compared with Calgary’s.
Both Stephen and Emily are in their early 40s, are university educated, and, by historic Cochrane standards, are relatively
well oﬀ. Stephen makes good money commuting to his job in the city, where he designs and installs computer networks.
Emily took a hefty pay cut by leaving her work at a graphic arts house to pursue contract work in her new home, but
is enjoying her new independent lifestyle. The couple also gets some income from investments they made with an
inheritance from Emily’s parents. They don’t consider themselves wealthy, though, and Emily jokes about “the scenery
discount” entailed by their decision to move out of the city.
The Rauch’s are environmentally conscious, but are also heavy environmental “consumers” – heading toward the
mountains each weekend with their minivan packed with skis or mountain bikes and camping paraphernalia for the
family. Stephen would like to move to Canmore some day, to “really get into the mountain thing,” but doesn’t feel he can
do so until he is ready to sever ties with his Calgary company. “I’d like to start my own consulting operation, which will
give me the ﬂexibility I want to make the move,” he says. “It will take us a little while, but I really want to do it. It will be
great for Emily and me, and a great place for the boys to come back to once they leave home.”

10
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Factor 3: {GE+TC} – The Global Economy and Technology Change

A

lthough it seems at ﬁrst blush a long way removed from Alberta’s natural landscapes,
the third element of the formula involves elements of the emerging global economy,
including changes in the ways goods are produced, changes in the types of goods
and services now in demand, changes in the types of occupations needed to produce those
goods and services, and the changes in our information, communication, and transportation
technologies.
New ways of producing goods. In the
1950s, the North American economy
was all about huge corporations turning
out high volumes of standardized goods
in big factories that combined all of the
manufacturing and business elements

under one roof. Materials such as steel
– itself produced as standard ingots in
massive integrated mills – might arrive from
elsewhere, but line workers on the ground
ﬂoor fabricated and assembled the products
while designers, marketers, accountants,
and company executives on the second ﬂoor
looked after business.
The decades since, however, have
witnessed a production revolution. As Ray
Rasker explains, trade barriers between
nations were reduced following World
War II as an aid to rebuilding the world
economy, and manufacturers, mindful of
ways to reduce costs and increase proﬁts,
began to consider new ways of designing,
manufacturing, transporting, and marketing
goods. Even as the one-plant, high-volume
production model reigned supreme, new

models began to emerge that combined
materials, manufacturing, and marketing
expertise from around the world. Depending
on the product, the model might combine
low-cost materials from South America,
inexpensive labor from Asia, design from
Europe, data processing from the Caribbean,
and North American consumer markets
and marketing.
New products and services. As the
50s and 60s became the 70s and 80s,
it became evident that even if they
wanted to, the industrialized nations
could no longer rely on mass producing
standardized goods to maintain their
exalted economic position. Economist
and former US Secretary of Labor Robert
Reich, in his 1991 Work of Nations, writes
that as less developed nations became
adept at low-cost, high-volume production,
the corporations of industrialized nations
began to look to high-value production,
which meant supplying customized goods
for specialized markets, and to identifying
opportunities to create new and specialized
markets in the ﬁrst place.

Alberta’s Natural Amenities Rush
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T

he result is today’s global economy, which resembles nothing so much as a vast, virtual
cat’s cradle of internationally intersecting materials, goods, and ﬁnances. Consider
that a car once designed and produced solely in Windsor may today include materials,
fabrications, assemblies, and services from as many as a dozen countries, with 80 percent of the
expense going to design, engineering, ﬁnancing, patenting, and marketing. Or, perhaps even
closer to an Albertan’s heart, consider the hockey example provided by Reich:
. . . today’s precision hockey equipment is designed in Sweden, ﬁnanced in Canada,
and assembled in Cleveland and Denmark for distribution in North America and Europe,
respectively, out of alloys whose molecular structure was researched and patented in Delaware
and fabricated in Japan. An advertising campaign is conceived in Britain; ﬁlm footage for it
is shot in Canada, dubbed in Britain, and edited in New York.

A

lthough the global economy is still in
its infancy, we can already recognize
many of the elements upon which
it is being built. And two of those elements
– new occupations and new technologies
– bring us back to Alberta and its natural
amenity rush.

New Occupations. According to Robert
Reich, the occupations most valued by highvalue enterprises are those that feature the
specialized knowledge and analytic skills that
can:
● solve the constant stream of problems
that emerge as part and parcel of our
technological era (for example, developing
new kinds of alloys that can be combined
to build lighter, stronger helicopter
blades);
● help customers identify new opportunities
for employing customized products (for
example, ﬁnding applications for new
alloys that satisfy emerging needs); and
● get the problem-solvers working with
the opportunity-identiﬁers (for example,
raising funds for the production of a new
product).

12
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The people that ﬁll such needs are
frequently labeled knowledge workers and
they include systems analysts, designers,
ﬁnancial specialists, engineers, architects,
software developers, information experts,
communications consultants, real estate
developers, lawyers, organizational
management specialists, and a worldwide
army of other professionals who transform
words and data “into abstract images that can
be rearranged, juggled, experimented with,
communicated to other specialists, and then,
eventually, transformed back into reality. ”

Alberta Occupational Change, 1996 – 2001
-25.000
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I

industrial classiﬁcation of “business services,”
with the greatest percentage found in
the “professional, scientiﬁc, and technical
services” categories. Further, according
to Alberta Economic Development, the
provinces’s emerging economic base revolves
around four non-traditional industries:
telecommunications and wireless equipment;
biotechnology; software development; and
electronics and microelectronics.
New Technologies. Aside from requiring
new types of occupations, the global
economy also required advances in computer
hardware and software, telecommunications,
and transportation systems to better
coordinate cross-border commerce, shrink
geographic scales, and collapse time zones.
The requisite advances began to appear in
leaps and bounds once the demand became
evident.
This is critical to our amenity migration
story because the new technologies have
eliminated the need to have many of the
business services – from design to software
development to marketing – linked
physically to the production and distribution
of a given product. The result is that it is no
longer necessary for people who design the
cars marketed in Canada, or the robotics
software that helps build cars, or the
advertising campaigns that sell them, to live
in Detroit or Windsor, let alone Calgary or
Edmonton. Armed with wireless laptops
and a list of national and international email
addresses, more and more people are setting
up business in home oﬃces with a picture
window on the mountains or a lake. Known
variously to locals as “modem cowboys,”
“ﬂexecutives,” “oﬀ-comers,” “settled tourists,”
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Business Services include ﬁnancial, technical, professional, scientiﬁc,
management, insurance, real estate, and like services. Transformative
Industries include agriculture, forestry, manufacturing (including
lumber and wood), ﬁshing, hunting, mining, oil and gas (R. Rasker, 2003,
Alberta, Chinook Institute Presentation).

and, as we’ve been calling them, “amenity
migrants,” many such people ultimately
value lifestyle and location more than career,
and will frequently take a pay cut or even
change their professions to live in places that
are attractive to them. It is no coincidence,
as Laurence Moss has pointed out, that
there is a very strong correlation between
the beginnings of the communications
and information revolution and the rise of
amenity migration about 20 years ago.
It is important to note that the new
tools and technologies are not only driving
much of the change we are experiencing,
but the rate of change itself is increasing.
Accordingly, we ﬁnd ourselves on an endless
curve of new learning, continually adjusting
to the emerging twists and wrinkles of
globalized markets and manufacturing. In
the midst of such change, new opportunities
and new challenges appear simultaneously,
and it is frequently diﬃcult to
separate one from the other.
As old ways of making
a living are outsourced
or simply disappear, new
ways of making a living
appear, along with whole
new ways of living, period.
And some of those new ways
are already well-established in
the Alberta countryside.
Alberta’s Natural Amenities Rush
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Factor 4: SE – Strong Economy

W

hile the strength of the Alberta economy may not be the prime driver of the
province’s rural rush, it plays a critical role in how quickly, and how far, it spreads.
Even with the dot.com “correction” of the stock market, the mad cow downturn of
the agricultural sector, and the reduced tourist trade that followed in the wake of 9/11 and the
SARS outbreak, Alberta has been a land of considerable wealth for some years now, and will
likely continue to be so for another decade.
What are the current trends? Consider the following list drawn from Alberta Economic
Development and Education Canada:
● Over the past 20 years, Alberta has had the strongest economy in Canada, with an average
real growth rate of 3.7% per year.
● Alberta consistently records the highest investment per capita among the
provinces, with a total of $42.2 billion in investment in 2003, and a
projected $42.3 billion in 2004.
● Alberta consistently has one of the lowest unemployment rates in
Canada. From 1998 to 2002, the provincial unemployment rate
averaged 5.2%, and was 5.1% in 2003. Since economists
believe an unemployment rate of less than 5% creates
a labor shortage and slows economic growth, a rate
of just over ﬁve is optimum.
● Simultaneously, Alberta enjoys one of the highest
provincial employment rates. In 2001, 69.3% of
Alberta’s working age population was employed, by
far the highest of any province.
● Between 1991 and 2001, Alberta’s employment
force increased by 22.9%, the largest gain of any
province.
● In 2005, the Alberta government became the
only debt-free province in the country, and some
economists are speaking of annual surpluses of
ﬁve and 10 billion dollars.
t the national level, inﬂation, interest,

A

and mortgage rates are all between
low and rock-bottom, which makes a
property purchase seem like a reasonable deal
even when the property prices are themselves
substantial. For the mid- to late-boomers,
that means a place in the country becomes
a possibility sooner rather than later. As
well, the early boomers are discovering it
is possible to retire a few years early (the
average retirement age is dipping toward
61) in those “last best places” that oﬀer a
front door to the scenery and recreation
of the great outdoors, a back door to the
convenience and culture of an urban centre,
and the chance to leave a treasured legacy
property to the children.
14
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A

lthough predicting the future is
repeatedly demonstrated to be a
game for people who don’t mind
being ridiculed, a number of trends do
suggest Alberta’s economy will continue
to prosper at least into the middle years of
the next decade. As the world’s reserves of
easily-accessible (and thus reasonably-priced)
oil and gas begin to disappear¹, Alberta’s
remaining deposits of a variety of carbonbased fuels become increasingly valuable.
Education Canada points out that Alberta
has more than 80% of the country’s reserves
of conventional crude oil, over 90% of its
natural gas, and 100% of its reserves of
bitumen and oil-sands. In 2003, Alberta was
the third largest supplier of natural gas in the
world, and Alberta Economic Development
predicts that by 2005, the province will be
producing over one million barrels of crude
oil per day from its tar sands, which will

account for nearly 70% of total Canadian
crude oil and equivalent output.
There are, of course, any number of
wrinkles that could aﬀect Alberta’s continued
economic vitality. In the oilpatch alone, some
economists were saying in 2004 that a major
downward correction in oil prices is at hand,
while others are suggesting that dramatically
rising energy prices around the world could
trigger a global recession, as happened
during the Iranian revolution in 1979.
Given current conditions, however, Alberta
appears poised to continue to proﬁt as the
world slowly transitions toward renewable
energy sources and more sustainable energy
practices. The proﬁts will draw more workers
to the province, and more migrants to the
amenities of Alberta’s other great natural
resource reserves – its mountains, lakes,
rivers, and natural landscapes.

The Sum: Not all Natural Amenities Centres are Alike

A

lthough all four factors in the
formula contribute to the explosive
growth in the province’s amenity
hotspots, the look and feel of the growth
vary markedly from one community to
the next. Canmore, for example, is well on
its way to becoming to a playground for
the ultra wealthy who like their mountain
recreation non-motorized, while Sylvan
Lake, spurred ahead by linkages with the oil
and gas industry in the northern part of the
province, has been attracting new residents
whose recreation preferences run toward
the mechanized. Cochrane maintains strong
ﬁnancial ties to Calgary through its cadre of
commuting mid-level executives. Growth
in the Municipal District of Foothills has
been so diverse that it is hard to summarize
brieﬂy, but the region remains determined
to hang onto its agrarian heritage. In each

case, history, topography, and existing natural
amenities pre-dispose the community to
evolve in distinctive ways. In all cases,
though, good information, good
planning, and good process are
critical to shaping a
growth trajectory
that accommodates
change yet protects
the attributes
that made the
community so
attractive to so
many people in the
ﬁrst place.

¹Despite some large new ﬁnds in recent years, oil discovery peaked in 1964, and oil production in the globe’s great oil ﬁelds itself has either already peaked, or will peak by 2015.
As Paul Roberts, author of The End of Oil: On the Edge of a Perilous New World wrote in the August 2004 issue of Harper’s Magazine, “. . . while we may not ever run out of oil, we can
already see the day when we will run out of cheap oil. And for an economy built on inexpensive crude, that is the only peak that matters.”
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3. FOUR ALBERTA AMENITY-GROWTH HOTSPOTS

A

lthough Alberta has the fastest
growing population rate in Canada,
the growth is far from evenly
distributed across the province. Over the past
decade, several communities have become
particularly attractive to individuals, either
as places to move to, or as places in which
to have a second home. Between 1991
and 1996, eight of the top 50 most rapidly
growing Canadian census subdivisions were
in Alberta, and all of them continued to
grow substantially from 1996 to 2001.
We can get an idea of the phenomenon
by looking at some ﬁgures provided by
Statistics Canada. Table 1 compares
the percentage growth of the hotspot
communities with the growth of the Census
Division of which the community is a part,
and with Alberta as a whole.
Other statistics – regarding age
distribution, education levels, median
income, employment trends, and housing
starts and prices, generally conﬁrm what
we have already learned of amenity centres.
Although all of the ﬁgures don’t hold for
all of the communities, the trends for the

CSD, or
CSD %
Census
Growth
Subdivision 1991-1996

Making sense of the census ...
To organize the census, which is taken every
ﬁve years, Statistics Canada divides the
country into geographically nested levels,
two of which are particularly important
to our natural landscapes project. The
level closest to a ‘community’ is a Census
Subdivision, or CSD. A CSD is usually any
city, town, village or municipal district so
designated by provincial legislation. CSDs
are nested within larger Census Divisions,
or CDs, each of which include multiple
cities, towns, villages and municipal
districts. There are 19 CDs in Alberta.

amenity centres – compared to their larger
Census Divisions and the province – show
aging populations of better educated people
working at business service occupations who
are willing and able to pay skyrocketing
housing costs.
he following section provides a
quick overview of the growth and
its impacts in four of the Census
Subdivisions: Canmore, Cochrane, Foothills,
and Sylvan Lake.

T

CSD %
CD %
Total
Growth
Growth
Population
1996-2001 1996-2001*
01

Airdrie

21.8

32.7

CD 6: 15.9

20,380

Canmore

47.1

29.2

CD 15: 10.6

10,075

Cochrane

41.0

58.9

CD 6: 15.9

10,775

Foothills

25.7

22.2

CD 6: 15.9

15,900

Okotoks

26.6

37.1

CD 6: 15.9

10,840

Rocky View

23.2

31.6

CD 6: 15.9

29,030

Strathmore

26.1

38.8

CD 5: 9.28

7,620

Sylvan Lake

23.0

44.7

CD 8: 14.6

6,820

Alberta

9.49

10.3

-

2,974,007

Table 1. Population Growth 1991 to 2001 in select Alberta Census Subdivisions. The population growth is broken into
ﬁve year intervals because the boundaries of many of Alberta’s Census Divisions and Census Subdivisions were changed
between 1991 and 1996, including Cochrane and Sylvan Lake. Currently, Airdrie, Cochrane, Foothills, Okotoks, and Rocky
View are all parts of Census District 6; Sylvan Lake is a part of CD 8; and Canmore is a part of CD 15.
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Canmore: From Coal Mines to Amenity Gold

I

n 1979, with little fanfare, the last
operating Canmore coal mine closed.
The mines had been the heart of the
community since its founding in 1883, and
many residents who lost their livelihood
with the mines’ closing also feared the village
itself would cease to exist, repeating the
history of other small coal-mining hamlets
that were once a part of the Bow Valley.
Conditions in the Bow Valley in the
1980s were vastly diﬀerent from those
of earlier decades, however, and dictated
a vastly diﬀerent future. Located just oﬀ
the TransCanada Highway an hour west
of Calgary and less than 20 minutes east
of Banﬀ, Canmore had been providing
a low-cost haven for people seeking the
recreational and cultural pleasures of Banﬀ
National Park and the town of Banﬀ since
the early 70s. Throughout the early 80s,
the town became increasingly popular with
climbers, skiers, and artists. Calgarians that
once rushed past Canmore on their way to
Banﬀ began to stop by – and discover they
could pick up weekend cabins for a song.
Aided and abetted by the growth of the
communications and information revolution,
the trickle of interest became a ﬂood
following the 1988 winter Olympics, which
featured Canmore as the cross-country ski
venue. By 2004 the
old rough-

and-ready, down-atthe-heels coal town
was well on its way
to becoming one
of North America’s
premier mountainchic communities.
According to
Canmore real estate
agents, builders,
and developers
PHOTO: JENNIFER GROUNDWATER
who participated in
2004 Chinook Institute focus groups, the people who are driving
the present real estate boom can be divided into ﬁve overlapping
segments: wealthy baby boomers over the age of 40; valley workers
who are buying their ﬁrst “entry-level” homes; investors who are
looking for quick cash ﬂow or, more typically, for longer term
speculative returns; “lifestylers,” who are generally Albertans who
want to buy a place in the mountains while the opportunity still
exists; and second home buyers, predominantly from Calgary and
Edmonton. The buyers are attracted to the active mountain lifestyle;
the scenery; and the idea of “escaping the city.” The town is rapidly
gaining the reputation as “a trendy place to buy, to be, and to be seen,”
which fuels further top-end growth. The town’s current population,
including a large “shadow” population of second-home owners, is now
at 12,000, and is expected to double in the next 10 to 12 years.
There are, though, serious constraints to growth. The town lies
in a narrow mountain valley characterized by rich river lowlands,
narrow, elevated benchlands, and precipitous limestone mountain
walls rising to 3000-metre peaks. Owing to both the topography and
the determination of some long-term residents to hang on to what
they deﬁne as an essential “mountain village” way of life, the town has
been grappling for over a decade with how to balance demands for
increased residential and resort development; increased transportation
infrastructure through the valley; increased recreational use of the
valley ﬂoor and benchlands; and the needs of wildlife in an area that
biologists say is critical to the safe passage of large mammals through
the Rockies. The loss of open space, wildlife habitat, recreational
use, and aﬀordable housing have become contentious issues, and an
increasing number of local residents have recently begun grumbling
about pedestrian and vehicular congestion during the weekends. A
participant in a recent public hearing summed up a general sentiment
when she remarked, “If I wanted to live in a damn city I would have
stayed where I was.”
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Cochrane: Cowboys and Cappuccinos

W

ith the foothills of the Rockies stretching away to the west, Calgary a short 25minute commute to the east, and one of North America’s premier ﬂy-ﬁshing rivers
skirting one edge of town, Cochrane is a textbook example of a natural amenity

centre.
Originally founded on the leasehold
lands of the historic Cochrane Ranche in
the 1880s, the community remained for
decades a small agricultural hamlet. In the
late 60s and early 70s, it began to evolve
both economically and socially. A sawmill, a
commercial sector, and some light industry
all began to contribute to the economic
growth of the town, three gas plants were
established nearby, and four gas pipelines
were laid, establishing the Cochrane Pipeline
Corridor. During the same period, an
increasing number of Calgarians began to
experiment with Cochrane as a bedroom
community, and in the 1990s the town
suddenly became the rural metro adjacent
area of choice. The population growth rate
was jaw-dropping: 58.9% between 1996 and
2001 alone. While the growth rate slowed in
the ﬁrst years of the new millennium, it was
only because development had consumed
most of the available land. In September,
2004, with the population at 12,000
individuals, the community
annexed an additional 1200
hectares and planners were
expecting the pace to pick
up again before the end
of 2005.
Real estate agents
contend that Cochrane
is a particularly favored spot
by mid-level executives and
double-income professional
couples. The big attractions
are the ready access to
Calgary and its airport, the
recreational opportunities
provided by both
Cochrane proper and
the nearby mountains,
the community’s
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PHOTO: TOWN OF COCHRANE

small-town atmosphere and its carefullyguarded pioneer/cowboy heritage, and the
perception of the town as a comfortable,
secure place to raise children. Although
relishing the community as a place to live,
an increasing number of residents – nearly
50% in 2003 – earn their keep elsewhere,
suggesting the town has consolidated its role
as a bedroom community for Calgary.
Newcomers will often begin their
Cochrane residency by purchasing an entrylevel home, move up to a larger house, and
– when and if it becomes ﬁnancially possible
– ﬁnd themselves an out-of-town acreage.
Of the latter group, it is interesting to note
that an unspeciﬁed percentage move back
into town within two or three years, having
learned ﬁrsthand of the work an acreage
requires, and the time it takes to drive
their children and themselves in and out of
town for educational, social, and economic
connections.

MD of Foothills 31: “Sooner or later, we’re all developers. . .”

T

he Municipal District of Foothills is
a large rural municipality stretching
south from Calgary’s city limits for
some 80 kilometers. Well-used for millennia
by a variety of plains culture aboriginals, the
region in European memory is associated
with the beginnings of both Alberta’s
ranching heritage and its oil and gas industry.
In total, the MD encompasses some 3600
square kilometers of richly diverse landscape,
from open prairie and rich farmlands on the
east to the foothills of the Rockies on the
west.
Blessed with big skies, solitude, vast
tracts of open space, sweeping vistas of the
not-so-distant Rockies, scenic rivers, and
quick access to one of Alberta’s most popular
multi-use recreational areas (Kananaskis
Country), the MD is also immediately
adjacent to Calgary, making it one of the

PHOTO: WOLFPACK STUDIO

province’s top natural amenity hotspots. The
amenity growth, though, has been uneven,
with very heavy development pressure at
the north end of the MD, and very little
at the south end. Further,
the development
has taken very
diﬀerent
forms, from
high density
suburban
neighborhoods
immediately
adjacent to
Calgary on the east,
to solitary 20-acre
rural residencies to the
northwest, with small cluster
developments sprinkled throughout.
Despite the rising tide of pressure
from Calgary for development, the MD is
determined to maintain agriculture as the
predominant land use, and its Municipal
Development Plan calls for “proactive
steps to manage development.” The region
has some of the province’s best Class I
agricultural lands, and the conversion of
those lands to residential use contributes to
a growing Canadian problem – the loss of
farmland that is dependable for long-term
agricultural activity². That said, it is such a
standard practice for Foothills farmers and
ranchers to sell a small parcel of land in
times of need (as recent times have been),
that the phrase, “sooner or later, we’re all
developers,” has become a folk saying of
sorts in the area. The greatest, and most
contentious, constraint on development is
the availability of surface water. Protection of
views, known in planning parlance as “visual
resource protection,” has been an issue in the
past, and will require planning vigilance as
development of the MD proceeds.

²Only seven percent of Canada’s landmass is used for agriculture, and only ﬁve percent is deemed “dependable” agricultural land – that is, unhampered by severe constraints
for crop production. According to a 2001 Statistics Canada publication, Urban Consumption of Agricultural Land, urban uses consumed 12,000 square kilometers of land between
1971 and 2001. Of that, 50 percent – an area equivalent to Prince Edward Island – was dependable farmland.
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Sylvan Lake: Mixing Oil and Water

A

mong our proﬁled communities,
Sylvan Lake provides some
interesting amenity chemistry by
mixing oil – as in Alberta’s booming oil
patch – and water – as in the community’s
namesake lake. The town of about 7,500
people, located just west of Red Deer halfway between Calgary and Edmonton, was
for years a small but popular destination
for lake devotees from the two
cities, and it sported a number
of summer cottages.
In recent decades,
however, it has
become increasingly
popular as a residential
choice for people in the
oil industry who work
at drilling and service
sites further north in
the province. Between
1996 and 2001, its rate of
growth – at 44.7% – was
second only to Cochrane.
Although there are a
number of other small towns in
the vicinity, Sylvan Lake has the
lake itself and a lovely setting, which

provide the natural amenity draw. The
community has the second largest marina in
the province, and in the summer, residents
and about 1.5 million tourists enjoy ﬁshing,
swimming, boating, sea-dooing, and beach
activities. In the winter, the action shifts to
ice-ﬁshing and ski-dooing, which the town
encourages – it is the only municipality
in Alberta that allow residents to ski-doo
directly from their door to their out-of-town
destination. “Everybody in town has a quad
or a ski-doo, and they make good use of
them,” says one resident. “It kind of adds to
the ambience here.”
The growth has meant big changes for
the community, and the degree and pace
of development has been controversial: in
2002, there were over 1,000 residential,
commercial, and light industrial lots in the
development approval process. As might
be expected, the focus is on the lake, with
residents concerned about the potential
deterioration of both the quality of the water
and the quality of their lake experience.
As one of those concerned says, “So many
people have bought here because the lake is
so great, and they just don’t want to see it all
go backwards!”
PHOTO: RON CHAMNEY
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4. CHALLENGE AND CHANGE:
THE FUTURE AIN’T WHAT IT USED TO BE

A

s we have seen, amenity migration is
not unique to Alberta, to Canada, or
even to North America. Moreover,
the challenges faced by each natural amenity
community have their own particular cast.
That said, there are some generic challenges
in the North American west. For example,
Ray Rasker and Dianne Korber, in their
workbook Measuring Change in Rural
Communities, report that for communities
historically dependent on agricultural or
resource products as an economic base, the
growth has meant coming to terms with
the new residents’ belief that “the value of
the land is more than a repository of raw
materials,” and that “scenic vistas, wildlife
and wilderness, to the extent that these
features help to draw new migrants and their
businesses, are economic assets.” For other
communities, the rate of growth has “outpaced the capacity of the community to steer
it in a direction consistent with community
values, leading to the loss of open spaces and
distinct local character – the very amenities
that drew people in the ﬁrst place.”
The Aspen Institute in Colorado has
mapped out a development path that
communities typically follow as they move
from rural community to full-blown amenity
centre. The map is a table that tracks 13
diﬀerent development indices through ﬁve
diﬀerent developmental stages. The indices
include such elements as “Economic Base/
Jobs,” “Land Use Patterns,” and “Political and
Civic Environment,” and the developmental
stages run from “Early” to “Emerging,”
“Developing I,” “Developing II,” and ﬁnally
“Mature.” In all cases, the “Mature” phase
looks much like an urban centre, dominated
by urban sensibilities, industrial tourism,
trophy homes, national chains, peak seasons
with crowded conditions, human and social
services overwhelmed by demand, and an
overall loss and degradation of the area’s
natural amenities.
That could be the bad news. The good
news is that some communities, as they
learn about the changes that are befalling

them, are working to design and develop
publicly-supported strategies that allow
them to retain a high quality of life even
as the pressures for development, change,
and homogeneity rise around them.
Experiments with community visioning,
aﬀordable housing, “green” developments,
conservation easements, economic incentives
that support open space, recreational
zoning, and the design of wildlife corridors
are encouraging signs that growth and
economic development do not have to mean
diminishment of community distinctiveness,
amenities, or lifestyle. As Jim Howe, Ed
McMahon and Luther Propst point out in
Balancing Nature, “there is a wide range of
policy choices that can help a community
preserve its natural areas and open space,
support locally owned businesses,
encourage traditional
vocations, retain
vibrant downtowns
with a sense of
character and
tradition, and
provide ample
opportunity for
outdoor recreation
and other leisure
activities.”
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O

ther booklets in the Open Space series will look at some strategies the proﬁled
amenity “hotspots” might adopt to deal with the growth and change they confront,
and what sorts of tools are available to individuals and communities that want to
retain open space as a component of their overall quality of life. Here, as a ﬁrst step toward
that continued discussion, we will simply claim that it is critical for the residents, planners,
elected oﬃcials, and other decision makers of such communities to:
● understand what is driving the change they are experiencing;
● understand the value of natural landscape to their communities’ social, environmental, and
economic well-being; and,
● become aggressively pro-active in their planning, using systems’ level thinking wherever
possible.
Although there are no guarantees, experience suggests that foresight, good planning, good
process, and the will to act opens the door to growth that can enhance, rather than detract
from, the rich natural and cultural character that deﬁnes Albertan communities.
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